Introduction
============

Cancer is one of the most common causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide. The response rate, survival, and time to therapy failure have significantly improved with emergence of precision medicine, which requires knowledge of the specific molecular drivers in a tumor to select treatment interventions. Although tissue biopsies are considered to be the gold standard, they are still limited in their ability to identify genetic heterogeneity in a tumor or capture alterations that can occur as a result of selective pressures on tumor evolution. Additionally, biopsy carries some risks for patients and is also expensive and time-consuming. Circulating cell-free tumor DNA (ctDNA) released by tumor cells carries the molecular characteristics of primary tumors and can be collected chronologically for real-time monitoring of changes in tumor burden, including early diagnosis and assessment of treatment response and prognosis, thus mimicking a "liquid biopsy" concept. However, the application of ctDNA as a noninvasive monitoring tool in a clinical setting still faces several challenges. The biggest obstacle to surmount might be the detection limit: ctDNA may comprise \<0.1% of the total cell-free DNA (cfDNA), making detection of the tumor-specific fraction challenging and therefore requiring a highly sensitive technique.[@b1-tcrm-13-1363] Furthermore, several factors (eg, type of matrix, storage conditions, or particular handling of blood samples) affect the ctDNA concentration and fragmentation values, and there is a lack of consensus regarding how to perform preanalytical and analytical procedures such as collection/storage versus DNA sequence analyses.

In this review, we summarize preanalytical considerations and recent technological advances in the acquisition of optimal quality cfDNA and also review studies focused on clinical applications of ctDNA in cancer patient management. We summarize recent data describing the clinical utility of ctDNA analyses for the most common tumor types and discuss the promise and challenges of its current and future clinical use.

The biological characteristics of ctDNA
=======================================

cfDNA consists of nucleic acids released from necrotic and apoptotic cells into blood circulation and is thought to be derived from both healthy and cancer cells.[@b2-tcrm-13-1363] Most cfDNA in healthy individuals is released from the bone marrow and white blood cells, whereas cfDNA in cancer patients (termed ctDNA) is derived from necrotic and apoptotic cancer cells.[@b3-tcrm-13-1363] ctDNA contains heterogenetic defects (such as single-nucleotide mutations, methylation changes, and cancer-derived viral sequence elements) identical to the primary tumor and metastasis. The half-life of cfDNA is thought to range from 16 minutes to 2.5 hours, which enables cfDNA analysis to be considered as a dynamic monitoring read-out of disease burden, a characteristic that is particularly significant for monitoring cancer.[@b4-tcrm-13-1363],[@b5-tcrm-13-1363] cfDNA levels (0 to \>1,000 mg/mL) in cancer patients are higher than those in healthy individuals (0--100 ng/mL), because as tumors increase in volume, so too does the level of ctDNA released from them. cfDNA is highly fragmented and usually consists of short segments (\<185--200 bp in length) that correspond to the DNA wrapped around a nucleosome plus a linker fragment; however, shorter ctDNA fragments have been reported in some tumor types (eg, hepatocellular carcinomas), as well as longer cfDNA fragments. ctDNA can be profiled in other body fluids (urine, cerebrospinal fluid \[CSF\], saliva) other than blood (plasma or serum), yet the exact nature and origin of cfDNA remains to be clarified.[@b6-tcrm-13-1363],[@b7-tcrm-13-1363] Variations in ctDNA concentration over time in the same individual can be several-fold (0.001%--90%) depending on factors such as tumor burden, stage, vascularity, cellular turnover, and response to therapy.[@b7-tcrm-13-1363],[@b8-tcrm-13-1363] Because cfDNA is degraded by peripheral blood deoxyribonuclease (DNase) activity, the disproportion between DNase activity and ctDNA abundance leads to elevated ctDNA levels.[@b9-tcrm-13-1363],[@b10-tcrm-13-1363] Over time, the cfDNA level could increase due to the lysis of white blood cells and release of germline DNA, which could dilute ctDNA concentrations. Therefore, during molecular analysis, it is important to differentiate tumor-specific ctDNA from nontumor cfDNA.

Approaches to ctDNA analysis
============================

Preanalytical considerations
----------------------------

Since ctDNA carries the heterogenetic features of tumors, it has been thought of as a potential dynamic biomarker with diagnostic, predictive, and prognostic applications for various solid tumor types. However, isolation and enrichment of cfDNA is a great challenge given the high degree of cfDNA fragmentation and its low concentration in the bloodstream.[@b11-tcrm-13-1363] Additionally, several sample handling factors affect the quality and quantity of ctDNA. Therefore, consistent and reproducible sampling factors described in the following section are essential to achieve superior quality results at the preanalytical stage.

### Serum versus plasma

Several studies comparing cfDNA levels in paired plasma and serum samples have showed significantly higher cfDNA concentrations in serum.[@b12-tcrm-13-1363],[@b13-tcrm-13-1363] The elevated concentration of cfDNA in serum is due to the clotting process of white blood cells in the collection tube leading to their lysis. Consequently, cfDNA in serum is contaminated by germline DNA released from the lysed blood cells; thus, ctDNA is diluted by the presence of high concentrations of nonspecific tumor DNA. Although the use of plasma for the isolation and analysis of ctDNA has several advantages over serum, such as significantly higher cfDNA concentrations, it also has a few drawbacks which may decrease its utility. For example, red blood cell (RBC) lysis (hemolysis) can occur during improper specimen collection or mechanical processing of blood which causes rupturing of RBCs and release of their contents (including DNA) into the surrounding fluid.[@b14-tcrm-13-1363]--[@b16-tcrm-13-1363] This surge in DNA contamination from nucleated cells can confound the analyses of ctDNA and render test results less accurate. While some studies support the use of serum over plasma, many reports state that cfDNA analyses from the plasma fraction of blood drawn is preferred over serum.[@b17-tcrm-13-1363],[@b18-tcrm-13-1363]

### Preservative tube

There are several types of preservative tubes used for blood collection. In most studies, standard EDTA collection tubes are commonly used for blood sampling.[@b19-tcrm-13-1363] However, with the time delay between collection and analysis, the wild-type cfDNA concentration could increase due to lysis of hematological cells which release their own DNA, and thus reduce the relative percentage of tumor-specific ctDNA compared with the total amount of cfDNA.[@b20-tcrm-13-1363] For practical reasons, it is often not possible to process and store blood samples after venipuncture. To address this problem, specialized cell-stabilizing blood collection tubes have been developed that not only reduce contamination by wild-type DNA but also maintain the quality and integrity of cfDNA for dependable downstream analysis. A study of the effect on the quality of cfDNA in 16 patients with metastatic cancer using different preservatives (EDTA, CellSave, and Streck's Cell-Free DNA BCT^®^; Omaha, NE, USA) at different plasma isolation time points (1, 24, and 96 hours) showed that both Streck's BCT and CellSave tubes preserve cfDNA/ctDNA quality well up to 96 hours and do not affect downstream cfDNA/ctDNA analyses by digital polymerase chain reaction (dPCR).[@b21-tcrm-13-1363] In contrast, EDTA tubes processed 96 hours after blood withdrawal were not suitable for blood collection for subsequent cfDNA/ctDNA analysis because of the time-dependent increase in cfDNA concentration resulting from leukocyte lysis. Therefore, the recommended method is to isolate plasma from blood collected in either Streck's BCT or CellSave tubes. Another study reported that EDTA, Streck's BCT, and CellSave tubes were equivalent in stabilizing ctDNA for up to 6 hours before processing to isolate plasma. This may be due to the known inhibitory effect of EDTA on plasma DNase activity, but at 48 hours, the ctDNA level declined in the EDTA tube, whereas Streck's BCT and CellSave tubes more consistently stabilized ctDNA and wild-type DNA.[@b22-tcrm-13-1363] Taken together, EDTA tubes could be a valid and cost-effective collection/storage method if the blood is processed within 6 hours, but if blood may have to be stored for longer periods of time (\>6 hours) before it is processed, Streck's BCT or CellSave tubes may be a more optimal option for blood collection. In addition to EDTA, plasma collection tubes can contain other anticoagulants such as heparin, which can influence the potential use of these samples for downstream applications. Avoiding heparin-containing tubes can improve the isolation of ctDNA as heparin can negatively impact sensitivity by inhibiting the PCR used for DNA amplification and quantification.[@b23-tcrm-13-1363]

Another important factor with respect to appropriate selection of a preservative tube is the storage temperature for these tubes, as variations in storage temperature can adversely affect genomic DNA concentrations. One study demonstrated that EDTA tubes were best processed within 2 hours or stored in a refrigerator (2°C--8°C) until plasma separation, as storage at both room temperature (22°C) and 37°C caused an increase in contaminating genomic DNA concentrations.[@b11-tcrm-13-1363] This same study showed that Streck's BCT tubes could be stably stored at room temperature without major spikes in genomic DNA concentrations.[@b11-tcrm-13-1363] These data show that certain blood collection tubes stabilize cfDNA levels and prevent the release of genomic DNA across various temperatures for a prolonged period of time. Thus, once a suitable tube is chosen, it is important to follow storage temperature guidelines based on the time needed to process blood samples.

### Extraction methods

The development of high-throughput technologies for cfDNA isolation could improve the detection rate of cfDNA. A variety of automated systems could improve the reproducibility and robustness of the process.[@b24-tcrm-13-1363]--[@b27-tcrm-13-1363] Conventional extraction methods, such as phenol-chloroform, alcohol precipitation, or a salting-out method, usually isolate higher concentrations than do DNA extraction kits. Nevertheless, these approaches are time-consuming and complex. cfDNA extraction may be carried out using affinity column-based, magnetic bead-based, polymer-based, and phenol-chloroform-based methods, or simply by filtration. Comparing DNA isolation methods such as columns and magnetic beads, one study reported that magnetic beads were a better choice.[@b14-tcrm-13-1363] Some studies favored Qiagen's column-based QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit and report an 82%--92% recovery of cfDNA from serum while others advocated Macherey-Nagel's column-based NucleoSpin Plasma XS Kit in terms of yield, purity, and efficiency of small DNA fragment retrieval.[@b14-tcrm-13-1363] However, in a comparative study, Roche's magnetic bead-based MagNA Pure produced 2--3 times more DNA than the MN columns and 5--10 times more than the Qiagen columns, thus making the use of magnetic beads more favorable.[@b14-tcrm-13-1363],[@b28-tcrm-13-1363] Different methods vary in their ability to recover particular fragment sizes of DNA, and these observations should be taken into account for cfDNA analysis in routine clinical practice.

### Optimal blood processing

For cfDNA analysis, plasma or serum must be totally cell-free, so it is important that first centrifugation of the blood is done within a few hours of venipuncture to remove blood cells that may lyse and produce genomic DNA. The subsequent centrifugation should be performed to produce better cfDNA concentrations and improve purity. An optimized protocol for plasma isolation has been established whereby a blood sample is subjected to one centrifugation step at 1,200× *g* for 10 minutes, and a second one in which plasma is centrifuged at 16,000× *g* for 10 minutes.[@b19-tcrm-13-1363],[@b29-tcrm-13-1363]

### Influence of plasma storage conditions and freeze--thaw cycles

Several studies attempted to define the optimal storage temperature before nucleic acid extraction and the effects of temperature variation on cfDNA stability. A study of the relationship between plasma storage conditions and cfDNA concentration showed that plasma sample storage for 2 weeks at −80°C did not significantly affect plasma cfDNA levels and that the cfDNA integrity and quality decreased significantly after three freeze--thaw cycles.[@b30-tcrm-13-1363]

Due to the effect on cfDNA concentration and frag-mentation, optimal preanalytical protocols should be developed.[@b24-tcrm-13-1363],[@b27-tcrm-13-1363],[@b31-tcrm-13-1363] Current recommendations include the following: plasma is a better matrix than serum since it avoids contamination of cfDNA by genomic DNA from blood cells; blood must be processed within 6 hours after venipuncture when EDTA tubes are used, or within 96 hours when Streck's BCT or CellSave tubes are used; centrifugation ensures the absence of any cells in the plasma and a second high-speed centrifugation step is highly recommended; storage of plasma at −80°C; and repeated freeze--thaw cycles should be avoided. Although plasma storage at −20°C for 4 weeks had no significant effect on DNA concentration, it negatively affected DNA quality, which was more fragmented. Thus, storage of plasma samples at −80°C with minimum freeze--thaw cycles is recommended to preserve the quality of cfDNA.[@b14-tcrm-13-1363],[@b30-tcrm-13-1363]

Analytical methods for detecting ctDNA
--------------------------------------

ctDNA detection analyses range in scale from single mutations to the entire genome. Current methodological approaches for the detection of ctDNA is categorized into two major types: 1) targeted methods to assay a few hot spot mutations with high sensitivity, and 2) untargeted methods with high costs, which allow simultaneous sequencing of millions of DNA fragments without prior sequence information and require the quantity of ctDNA to be around 5%--10% of the total DNA fraction.

The Sanger sequencing method for analyzing plasma ctDNA, developed in 1997, has many shortcomings, such as being low-throughput, time-consuming, expensive, and potential detection biases.[@b32-tcrm-13-1363] Amplification refractory mutation system and other allele-specific approaches have been used to detect hot spot mutations (eg, *KRAS*, *BRAF*, and *EGFR* mutations) in serum and plasma with analytical sensitivity between 0.001% and 2%, and some assays are available as kits that are approved for clinical use.[@b33-tcrm-13-1363]--[@b39-tcrm-13-1363] Nevertheless, dPCR and digital droplet PCR assays are quantitative and highly sensitive, which can screen a sample to detect single target molecules and enrich mutant alleles.[@b40-tcrm-13-1363]--[@b46-tcrm-13-1363] Therefore, these are generally suited to identifying hot spot mutations in cancers.[@b47-tcrm-13-1363]

In a clinical setting, investigations related to targeted therapies which probe clinically relevant genes and actionable alterations are preferred. Thus, Rosenfeld's group developed a method for tagged-amplicon deep sequencing as a personalized panel which can track a set of relevant genes associated with different tumor masses.[@b48-tcrm-13-1363] To detect more complex genomic alterations such as chromosomal rearrangements, hybrid capture-based approaches (eg, cancer personalized profiling by deep sequencing \[CAPP-Seq\]) are used.[@b49-tcrm-13-1363] By reducing the background error rate of sequencing via molecular barcoding strategies (Safe-Sequencing System, Safe-SeqS), these approaches can be used to identify ctDNA at allele fractions \<0.1%.[@b50-tcrm-13-1363] Even when ctDNA abundance is limited, the sensitivity of ctDNA detection can be further enhanced by using multiplexed patient-specific panels in conjunction with targeted sequencing approaches.[@b51-tcrm-13-1363],[@b52-tcrm-13-1363]

When cfDNA is used as the starting material, ctDNA amplifications and deletions may be detected by whole exome sequencing (WES) and whole genome sequencing (WGS), which have the advantage that no previous sequence knowledge is necessary.[@b51-tcrm-13-1363],[@b53-tcrm-13-1363]--[@b57-tcrm-13-1363] Many driver genes are affected by copy number changes, and increased somatic copy number alterations (SCNAs) have been related to poor prognosis in several cancers.[@b58-tcrm-13-1363]--[@b60-tcrm-13-1363] Such WGS has been applied to identify fetal aneuploidies, and it can also be used to detect cancer SCNAs. WGS and WES have a detection limit of 5%--10% for mutant alleles.[@b61-tcrm-13-1363] It is feasible that in the near future, as costs decrease and new and improved analyses emerge, WES and WGS will be performed routinely for every diagnostic query as a generic test.

Clinical applications of ctDNA and FDA-approved companion diagnostics
=====================================================================

Tissue biopsies are the gold standard diagnostic procedure for cancers. However, this procedure is invasive, painful, and carries some risks such as bleeding and damage to neighboring tissues, and is costly and time-consuming. Moreover, a tissue biopsy only samples one area of the tumor mass and fails to capture important biological information due to tumor heterogeneity. Some pancreatic tumors are difficult to access and therefore repeated sampling of tumors to monitor prognostic mutations is not practical. As a rapid and noninvasive means of dynamic monitoring and tumor prognosis, it has been verified that ctDNA reflects the molecular heterogeneity of a primary cancer and its metastases and is more tolerable to patients. Consequently, ctDNA analysis is considered to be very promising as a biomarker for early detection, identification of minimal residual disease (MRD), assessment of treatment response, and monitoring tumor evolution.

The US FDA has approved a companion diagnostic, the cobas^®^ EGFR Mutation Test v2, for two drugs, Tarceva^®^ (erlotinib) and Tagrisso™ (osimertinib), used for the treatment of non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). This FDA-cleared real-time PCR test is used to detect mutations in the *EGFR* gene from plasma-derived ctDNA. Based on mutation status, this qualitative test aids in selecting NSCLC patients for treatment with targeted therapies such as erlotinib or osimertinib.[@b62-tcrm-13-1363] Thus, several kits (in vitro diagnostics) designed for various cancer types can provide mutational profiling of ctDNA, which allows for the detection of the most common mutations and can guide treatment decisions for targeted treatment in these corresponding malignancies. Also, researchers at The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center have reported another PCR-based liquid-biopsy test called Idylla™ BRAF Mutation Test which is useful for detecting BRAF^V600^ mutations.[@b63-tcrm-13-1363] Thus, convenient and minimally invasive liquid biopsies have already reached the clinic and could enhance, if not replace, the more cumbersome and challenging tissue sampling. In addition, several companies, including Guardant Health, already provide liquid biopsies available on the market for detection of alterations in about 70 cancer genes from ctDNA. Furthermore, these lab-developed tests do not even require FDA approval to be sold on the market as long as the tests are performed by the original developer. Finally, ctDNA tests could be cheap alternatives to recruitment of patients for clinical trials testing investigational therapies against these mutations.

Early diagnosis of cancer via ctDNA
===================================

High mortality rates of various types of cancers make it imperative to find biomarkers for early detection of cancers before it is clinically obvious. However, the very low abundance of ctDNA in tumor samples and the fact that mutations present could be unknown make detection harder. Nevertheless, several studies have demonstrated the potential for non-invasive early diagnosis. Some of these studies have focused on quantifying cfDNA levels to distinguish benign from malignant disease. Two studies reported that cfDNA levels were eight and four times higher in patients with NSCLC than in control individuals.[@b64-tcrm-13-1363] Two studies reported that a DNA cutoff level of \>20 mg/mL could discriminate between lung cancer patients and control subjects with a specificity of 83% and sensitivity of 79%.[@b64-tcrm-13-1363],[@b65-tcrm-13-1363] In another study, ctDNA concentration was correlated with tumor volume.[@b66-tcrm-13-1363] Furthermore, a meta-analysis of 10 studies regarding the diagnostic accuracy of ctDNA for lung cancer screening indicated a pooled specificity of 77% and a sensitivity of 80%, concluding that ctDNA alone is not sufficient for lung cancer screening. Similar studies have been performed in breast cancer, some of which found higher ctDNA levels in breast cancer patients than in control individuals, whereas other studies reported that there was no difference in ctDNA levels between the two groups.[@b67-tcrm-13-1363] One factor that contributes to this current limitation in ctDNA detection is that copy numbers of ctDNA are generally very low compared with those of wild-type cfDNA. Another factor is the limited accuracy of the current sequencing methods in cancer. Several methods such as massively parallel sequencing or next-generation sequencing (NGS)-based assays, and dPCR and real-time PCR-based techniques are used for accurate cfDNA quantification which is both specific and sensitive. In particular, the beads, emulsification, amplification, and magnetics (BEAMing) system is thought to be the most specific and sensitive for cfDNA detection. This technique separates template molecules into individual reaction vessels by use of either microfluidics or into droplets in an oil emulsion.[@b16-tcrm-13-1363] ctDNA (\<100 bp) is typically shorter than the length of mononucleosomes (\~200 bp long) and can be distinguished from other cfDNA by the presence of somatic mutations; techniques such as the BEAMing and NGS allow one to distinguish the proportion of ctDNA contained in cfDNA. Therefore, ctDNA quantification alone is not enough for detecting cancers.

The quality of ctDNA, including cfDNA integrity (ratio of shorter to longer fragments), telomeric cfDNA levels, and tumor-specific alterations (point mutations, SCNAs, rearrangements, promoter methylation), has been investigated in various cancers. These studies report that cfDNA integrity and telomeric cfDNA levels are lower in primary and metastatic breast cancer than in healthy controls. Chimonidou et al detected CDT6 promoter methylation, which is a tumor-specific mutation in plasma cfDNA in 13%--40% of breast cancer patients but not in healthy controls.[@b68-tcrm-13-1363] Caceres et al screened 50 patients with ovarian cancer for hypermethylation status of BRCA1 and RAS-association domain family protein 1 tumor suppressor genes in serum or plasma, peritoneal fluid, and matched tumors.[@b69-tcrm-13-1363] Because this study included patients with stage I disease, the results suggest that hypermethylation of particular genes is a common early event in ovarian tumorigenesis and may enhance the early detection of ovarian cancer based on noninvasive assays. There is good evidence from large validation studies on detection of ctDNA for diagnosis in gastrointestinal cancer that methylated SEPT9 and KRAS mutations in ctDNA are useful and accurate markers for colorectal cancer (CRC) diagnosis.[@b70-tcrm-13-1363] In gastric carcinoma, current evidence suggests XAF1, HMLH1, RASSF1A, APC, and TIMP3 methylations are potential diagnostic markers.[@b71-tcrm-13-1363] Methylated MINT2 appears to have both prognostic and diagnostic utility in gastric carcinoma, including detection of metastatic disease.[@b71-tcrm-13-1363] KRAS mutations in ctDNA appear to be useful for diagnosis of pancreatic cancer. Available evidence suggests that concentration of overall ctDNA and TP53 249Ser mutations in ctDNA are important diagnostic markers of advanced-stage hepatitis B and aflatoxin-related hepatocellular carcinoma in African patients, but not in Caucasians.[@b72-tcrm-13-1363] Recently, more emphasis has been placed on noncoding DNA, such as repetitive sequences like *ALU* (which is a short interspersed nucleic element \[SINE\]) and long interspersed nucleotide elements such as *LINE1*. The integrity (size) of cfDNA *ALU* sequences in blood has been reported to be a sensitive prognostic marker for the early stages of breast, testicular, prostate, nasopharyngeal, and ovarian cancer progression.[@b73-tcrm-13-1363] However, more studies are needed to validate it as a clinically useful "universal" blood biomarker for multiple cancers. Tumor-specific loss of heterozygosity in cfDNA is also being investigated as an early detection marker, although a consensus is yet to be reached given the contradictory reports in the field. Also, circulating genomic DNA derived from tumors exists as nucleosomes, a histone octamer core wrapped twice by a 200 bp long DNA strand, and it can be quantified by an ELISA-based technique. Increased serum levels of nucleosomes concomitant with excessive deregulation of proteolytic activities caused by apoptotic cell death have been linked to breast cancer progression.[@b73-tcrm-13-1363] Furthermore, viral cfDNA has been detected in the blood of patients whose cancers are associated with oncogenic viruses such as the human papillomavirus, hepatitis B virus, and Epstein--Barr virus (EBV). The presence of these viruses is linked to various malignancies, such as nasopharyngeal, cervical, head and neck, and hepatocellular cancer and lymphoma. The clinical use of EBV cfDNA from blood in the diagnosis and prognosis of nasopharyngeal carcinoma has been reported in a number of studies with large cohorts of patients.[@b73-tcrm-13-1363] Taken together, several lines of evidence support the utility of ctDNA for early diagnosis in various cancers, but further large-scale validation studies are needed to corroborate future clinical applications.

Although these studies outline the possibility of ctDNA detection in early stage disease, one of the major problems is that because every cancer has a unique fingerprint, there is no universal marker that can be used for these diagnostic tests. Nevertheless, Illumina, a company well-known for DNA sequencing and genetic variation analysis, has invested in a new company called Grail. Grail aims to develop a test for early detection of cancer and to dramatically increase sensitivity in a cost-effective manner. By using NGS and combining sequencing depth and breadth of genomic coverage, Grail is performing a study to create a reference library of the cancer mutations in the blood for the most common cancers and also to catalog the background mutations found in matched healthy subjects as an early diagnostic and prognostic marker.[@b74-tcrm-13-1363] This Blood Profiling Atlas Project hopes to offer early diagnosis of cancer via ctDNA. Another problem of screening in asymptomatic populations using ctDNA from the plasma is the risk of over-diagnosis and the introduction of false positives. Nowadays, a first step could involve the use of ctDNA for earlier diagnosis of disease in symptomatic patients, who then may undergo a dynamic monitoring procedure.

ctDNA as a prognostic marker
============================

Baseline ctDNA levels in cancer patients as a new prognostic and predictive tool has been extensively studied and tested.[@b65-tcrm-13-1363] Further, while several studies report that high levels of ctDNA result in shorter overall survival (OS) of patients, other contradictory reports state that increased levels of ctDNA are not associated with OS or progression-free survival (PFS).[@b75-tcrm-13-1363],[@b76-tcrm-13-1363] These inconsistent results indicate that ctDNA levels have a limited prognostic value. In contrast, quantification of tumor-specific mutations in ctDNA seems to be more relevant. It is well known that the PIK3CA gene can be found in 40% of all breast tumors, making these mutations suitable biomarkers.[@b47-tcrm-13-1363],[@b77-tcrm-13-1363],[@b78-tcrm-13-1363] A study in a 313 stage I--III breast cancer patients cohort reported that in patients with high levels of PIK3CA mutant ctDNA, PFS and OS rates were significantly shorter than in patients with low or no detectable amount of ctDNA.[@b47-tcrm-13-1363] In ovarian cancer, promoter methylation of MLH1 was found to be increased at relapse and methylation was acquired after chemotherapy in 25% of samples.[@b79-tcrm-13-1363] This aberrant methylation predicts poor OS of patients, independent of time to progression and age.[@b79-tcrm-13-1363] In prostate cancer patients, androgen receptor (AR) antagonist gene aberrations are established resistance markers and can be detected from plasma, and some studies found that several AR gene aberrations and amplifications detected in plasma correlated with worse PFS.[@b80-tcrm-13-1363] Several studies identified ctDNA as a predictor of clinical outcome in melanoma patients, reporting that lower concentrations of basal mutant BRAF ctDNA correlated with a higher response rate and longer PFS for patients treated with immunotherapies, and that monitoring ctDNA levels can provide a "snap-shot" of disease progression. Moreover, the simultaneous determination of three biomarkers (total cfDNA, integrity, and methylated RASSF1A) could improve the diagnostic performance in melanoma.[@b81-tcrm-13-1363],[@b82-tcrm-13-1363] NSCLC patients with elevated circulating EGFR copy number levels had a lower OS and PFS compared with patients harboring low EGFR copy number levels in plasma.[@b83-tcrm-13-1363] Furthermore, patients with high levels of EGFR-activating mutations in tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI)-naïve plasma samples have longer OS and PFS.[@b83-tcrm-13-1363] Apropos the prognostic value of KRAS mutation levels in lung cancer patients, some studies have shown that patients with detectable KRAS mutations have a significantly shorter OS and/or PFS compared to patients with wild-type KRAS.[@b84-tcrm-13-1363] In summary, prognostic information offered by ctDNA mutation detection could facilitate early recognition of metastatic disease and personalize treatment algorithms to maximize outcomes, but a reliable cutoff remains to be determined.

Monitoring treatment efficiency
===============================

Detection of ctDNA is well-suited for real-time monitoring of cancer burden in response to therapy because of its short half-life as well as the ease and reduced risk of repetitive liquid biopsies relative to imaging or tissue biopsies. A number of studies have employed ctDNAs as biomarkers of metastatic disease activities to monitor disease response and overall disease burden. A variety of studies found decreased levels of ctDNA after surgery and/or chemotherapy. In one study, an increase in ctDNA correlated with disease progression in 17/19 metastatic breast cancer patients, and reported at an average of 5 months before progression was confirmed with imaging.[@b85-tcrm-13-1363] Therefore, ctDNA seemed to be better and more sensitive for monitoring tumor burden than CA153 and circulating tumor cells. Several studies have shown that ctDNA can be a surrogate for tumor burden in patients with NSCLC. One particular study reported that levels of ctDNA could be significantly correlated with tumor volume, differentiated between residual disease and treatment-related imaging changes, and furnished earlier response assessments than radiographic approaches.[@b66-tcrm-13-1363] Another study showed that in patients with blood-based EGFR mutation-positive results at baseline, the dynamic change in EGFR status in blood samples was associated with efficacy outcomes.[@b86-tcrm-13-1363] Another examined the correlation between ctDNA and total tumor burden defined by positron emission tomography parameters in advanced NSCLC, finding no correlation between ctDNA, metabolic tumor volume, and total lesion glycolysis.[@b87-tcrm-13-1363] The results suggested that cfDNA is not simply a direct reflection of tumor burden and is more complex than what was originally thought. These incongruities could be attributed to different methods utilized for extraction and quantification.[@b87-tcrm-13-1363] Similar conclusions have been reached with other cancer types including metastatic melanoma undergoing immune checkpoint blockade, metastatic colorectal cancer, and primary gynecological malignancies.[@b87-tcrm-13-1363]--[@b89-tcrm-13-1363] All these studies reported that ctDNA analysis cannot completely replace imaging, but can be used in conjunction with imaging to gain additional insight into tumor response.

Monitoring of MRD and early detection of recurrence
===================================================

Mutation tracking also can be a significant predicator of early relapse and MRD. Currently, effective methods to identify MRD in patients who are cured by surgery or adjuvant chemotherapy are still lacking. The tumor-node-metastasis staging system stratifies patients by risk for recurrence but does not identify whether residual tumors are present after surgical resection. Tumor metastases will carry many of the mutations that were present in the primary tumor, although they are usually not genetically identical to the primary tumor. This presents the possibility of detecting these mutations in ctDNA as an early indicator of recurrence and a potential marker of residual disease.

Monitoring ctDNA for residual disease has been used in patients with breast cancer, melanoma, colorectal cancer, and lung cancer.[@b90-tcrm-13-1363]--[@b95-tcrm-13-1363] In NSCLC, when the sensitivity and specificity of CAPP-Seq for MRD detection was assessed using plasma samples from NSCLC patients, ctDNA was detected in 100% of patients with stage II--IV NSCLC and in 50% of patients with stage I.[@b66-tcrm-13-1363] The best example has been in a cohort of patients with colorectal cancer undergoing resection with curative intent.[@b37-tcrm-13-1363] In that study, all patients with measurable postoperative levels of ctDNA encountered relapse, whereas all patients with imperceptible postoperative levels of ctDNA remained disease free. Tumor recurrence after resection has been associated with both KRAS mutations and hypermethylation of p16 in ctDNA.[@b84-tcrm-13-1363] In one study, the 2-year recurrence-free survival after curative resection was 66% in patients with detectable ctDNA levels compared with 100% in those without detectable ctDNA.[@b96-tcrm-13-1363] In a study of ctDNA for early detection of metastasis in women with primary breast cancer who were treated with surgery only with a curative intent, before metastasis was detected clinically, ctDNA was detected in 86% of patients with an average lead time of 11 months.[@b97-tcrm-13-1363]

Identification of resistance mutations
======================================

It is crucial to detect the appearance of resistance to chemotherapy and targeted agents to avoid continuing ineffective therapies in the management of cancers. Studies of ctDNA have provided new insights into this area. In breast cancer, PIK3CA hot spot mutations are one of the actionable targets for anastrazole. An ESR1 mutation predicts the resistance to endocrine therapy. Detection of ctDNA is widely used in NSCLC, including the identification of actionable mutations for targeted treatments (EGFR, ALK, ROS1, RET rearrangements, HER2 insertions, and MET) and monitoring acquired resistance mutations (T790M mutation, amplification of the MET receptor tyrosine kinase or ERBB2, and mutations in PIK3CA, BRAF, STAT3, or AXL amplifications).[@b52-tcrm-13-1363] The most commonly known TKI targets in NSCLC are EGFR-activating mutations, but acquired resistance is the bottleneck for first-generation and second-generation EGFR TKIs and is frequently due to secondary EGFR T790M mutations, which are present in \~50%--60% of resistant cases.[@b98-tcrm-13-1363],[@b99-tcrm-13-1363] A study in 503 CRC patients confirmed the utility of detecting KRAS, BRAF, and PIK3CA mutations in ctDNA in CRC patients on regorafenib therapy and demonstrated that mutations present in ctDNA change dynamically during chemotherapy treatment.[@b100-tcrm-13-1363] Therefore, ctDNA detection can be used to illustrate the mechanisms of tumor resistance and guide an earlier selection of appropriate therapies that may improve clinical outcome.

Examples of clinical application of ctDNA in monitoring cancer progression
==========================================================================

The analysis of ctDNA is expected to be a way to monitor the status of cancer in real time. Several case reports in a variety of cancers, including sarcoma, metastatic malignant melanoma, rectal cancer, prostate cancer, breast cancer and lung cancer, have focused on the relationship between the changes of ctDNA levels, tumor burden, and metastatic activity in cancer patients.[@b100-tcrm-13-1363]--[@b103-tcrm-13-1363] In the following section, we present some case reports that describe the factors that influence ctDNA analyses.[@b104-tcrm-13-1363],[@b105-tcrm-13-1363]

Breast cancer
-------------

A 45-year-old woman with metastatic breast cancer was treated with bevacizumab and paclitaxel.[@b106-tcrm-13-1363] The lung metastases decreased but carcinomatous meningitis developed rapidly and she died. While the patient was being treated with bevacizumab and paclitaxel, NGS analysis was performed on ctDNA isolated from peripheral blood samples collected serially (at 0 as pretreatment and 30, 60, 120, 150, 180, and 210 days after the first treatment). A seven-nucleotide deletion of TP53 mutation was detected and this tumor-specific mutation was identified in secondary metastases.[@b107-tcrm-13-1363] Results showed that the value of the allelic fraction (AF) of the TP53 mutation dropped, corresponding to the effect of treatment before the change in carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), a standard biomarker for disease management of colorectal cancer. Contributing factors may be the short half-life time (\~2 hours) of ctDNA, which allow us to observe changes in the timescale of hours. Therefore, detection of plasma ctDNA after several days provided important information on the therapeutic effect. The ctDNA levels suddenly increased 2 months before the CEA. This sudden upregulation in ctDNA release resulted due to dynamic alterations in the metastatic lesion, and the following ctDNA measurement was consistently recorded at 2--4×10^−4^ irrespective of disease progression and increase in CEA value. This phenomenon might be caused by the elevation of total ctDNA comprising other mutations that affect the decreased value of a TP53 mutation. This case shows that ctDNA can detect rapid changes in tumor burden more sensitively than the protein markers CEA or CA153. However, further investigations are needed to confirm the significance of these highly sensitive changes.

NSCLC
-----

A case of long-term monitoring of a 57-year-old female NSCLC patient for analysis of EGFR mutations (L858R and T790M) using ctDNA illustrates that the clinical evolution of the patient and the changes in EGFR mutations in ctDNA isolated from serum/plasma or CSF correlate well.[@b100-tcrm-13-1363] This case report shows that analysis of EGFR mutations can detect an early progression of the disease in asymptomatic patients and that CSF can be used as an alternative "liquid biopsy source," with applications for the management of brain tumors and metastases. A case report showing that ctDNA detected the EML4-ALK fusion in a patient with EGFR-mutated NSCLC and that adding ALK inhibitors was successful proved that it is feasible to identify the resistance mechanism of targeted treatment using ctDNA detection.[@b100-tcrm-13-1363]

A pilot ctDNA detection experiment in 168 patients with diverse cancers
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

A study of NGS on plasma-derived ctDNA in 168 patients with diverse cancers (54 cancer-related gene panel including amplifications in ERBB2, EGFR, and MET) found that 58% of patients had a molecular alteration and that in 71% of the patients with alterations, there was an alteration that was potentially pharmacologically tractable by an FDA-approved drug.[@b108-tcrm-13-1363] In that study, 28.6% (16/56) of patients with brain tumors had a molecular alteration in their ctDNA test, suggesting that liquid biopsies may supplement the assessment of this difficult-to-biopsy site. The degree to which tissue biopsies and ctDNA molecular results were concordant was related to the time interval between the acquisitions of the tissue versus blood samples. Taken together, these data suggest that ctDNA tests may have clinical utility that merits additional investigation.[@b108-tcrm-13-1363]

Conclusion and perspective
==========================

The detection and analysis of ctDNA has emerged as a potential blood-based "liquid biopsy" for early diagnosis, assessment of treatment response, and prognosis in cancer patients. However, challenges remain that should be addressed so that detection of plasma ctDNA may eventually be implemented into routine clinical practice. Although many studies have focused on the clinical applications of ctDNA, data regarding the actual origin, kinetics, and mechanisms of ctDNA release and clearance are limited and often contradictory. Therefore, the biology of cfDNA remains unclear. A better understanding of the origin and biology of ctDNA and cfDNA would aid the implementation of liquid biopsies. It is also not clear whether ctDNA could represent all relevant metastatic cell clones or whether ctDNA could represent DNA from distinct subclones that can induce disease progression and/or acquired resistance. Further clinical evaluations, comparative sequence analyses of plasma DNA, and biopsies in combination with imaging studies and detailed functional studies are needed to assess the disease.

The discrepancies amongst several studies reported to date including the relatively low ctDNA sensitivity in detection could, perhaps, be attributed to the lack of consensus in the selection of technical approach, sample type (serum vs plasma), storage conditions, candidate mutation detected, or appropriate detection methods. Therefore, regarding the high degree of fragmentation of cfDNA and its low concentration in the bloodstream, a consensus of preanalytical and analytical techniques needs to be developed. Although many advanced technologies for identifying ctDNA in circulation have been improved, the major hurdle for clinical use is probably the fact that most methods are not applicable in clinical practice given the time, costs, and technical equipment required. ctDNA can be used as a noninvasive cancer biomarker and may serve as an alternative or supplemental material for driver gene mutation analysis in clinical practice for cancer patients unable to provide tissue-based samples. Additionally, ctDNA can play complementary roles in diagnosis and serve as prognostic or predictive biomarker in patients with cancers. With the development of more sensitive and specific methods, assays of ctDNA might replace invasive procedures and may be used to perform genomic analysis in the near future.
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